
Using data for 
storytelling



“A handsome king is blessed with superhuman strength, but 
his insufferable arrogance means that he threatens to wreak 
havoc on his kingdom. Enter a down-to-earth wayfarer who 
challenges him to fight.  The king ends the battle chastened, 
and the two heroes become fast friends and embark on a 
series of dangerous quests across the kingdom”







The number 1 most 
important thing to 
remember from today





Connect
Care
Act

Power
Coupling

Love



“People don’t want what you make. They want what it 
will do for them. They want the way it will make them 
feel.”  

Seth Godin This is Marketing, 

https://seths.blog/tim/


Data tells 
us what 

has 
happened 

Stories tell 
us what it 

means



Story structure 

“A handsome king is blessed with superhuman strength, but his 
insufferable arrogance means that he threatens to wreak havoc on his 
kingdom.

Enter a down-to-earth wayfarer who challenges him to fight.

The king ends the battle chastened, and the two heroes become fast 
friends and embark on a series of dangerous quests across the 
kingdom”



Context
Challenge

Result

Beginning
Middle

End



Story structure

“A handsome king is blessed with superhuman strength, but his insufferable 
arrogance means that he threatens to wreak havoc on his kingdom.
Context

Enter a down-to-earth wayfarer who challenges him to fight.
Challenge

The king ends the battle chastened, and the two heroes become fast friends 
and embark on a series of dangerous quests across the kingdom”
Result/resolution



Story arc – ill fortune

Steady fall
Rise – fall

Fall – rise - fall

Tragedy
Icarus

Oedipus



Story arc – good fortune

Steady rise
Fall – rise

Rise – fall – rise

Rags to riches
Man in a hole

Cinderella



Data – Do 
you love it? 



Transform 
numbers into 
narratives



Recall – Data vs stories

Data

5%

Stories

63%
C. Heath, D. Heath “Made to stick: Why some ideas survive and others die”, 2007,2008



Data as a mentor in the story

Karate Kid
Simba

Cinderella
Michael & Jane

Mr Miyagi
Mufasa

Fairy God-mother
Mary Poppins



Attach the data to something relatable

Size Distance, 

Time, Speed



Surprise and suspense

the feeling when something 
unexpected happens suddenly

the feeling of anticipation that builds 
while the outcome of a story is unclear 



Ways to surprise with data

Add some new context to the data –
to give it a different meaning

Zoom in or out – to highlight a 
feature that is an unexpected result



Ways to add suspense with 
data

Use the story arc  - show how something can be changed from ill fortune 
to good fortune



Ill fortune – good fortune

Rags to riches
Man in a hole

Cinderella

Tragedy
Icarus

Oedipus



The number 1 most 
important thing to 
remember from today



9 Seconds



8 Seconds



Standout from 
the crowd

“ storytelling is a great way to 
differentiate your brand. Today, if 
you want to succeed as a 
business, you also have to be a 
storyteller." - Richard Branson


